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Welcome to 2020. If you were
born in the 1980s, you’d probably
remember the cartoon The Jetson’s
with their flying automobiles and
robot maids set in the future.
Here we are in the “future” and
we’re nowhere near what the
cartoon predicted. Ok, we have
made strides in technology and we
do have driverless cars now but it
certainly is funny to think about
what our minds had conjured up
back then when we thought about
the year 2020.

HOW TO USE GAYA
Spot these icons in the magazine?
Tap them to go directly to the
website, social media or even
play a video.

Today we have issues like climate
change, the refugee crisis, Muslim
persecution… Ok, that’s rather
bleak but here we are, aren’t we?
I’m not looking at the start of the
new year with a glass half empty
mindset but realizing these issues
and facing reality allows us to
move forward into the new year
with a vigour and aspiration to
make a change.

TAP THIS ICON TO
GO TO THE WEBSITE

TAP THIS ICON TO
GO TO FACEBOOK

TAP THIS ICON TO
VIEW INSTAGRAM
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2020, here we go!

Love & peace

Juliana Iskandar
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF, GAYA MAGAZINE
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M

odest fashion has come
a long way since its step
into the fashion world.
Modest workwear,
modest evening wear, even modest
activewear have come into the picture,
but one apparel has still yet to make
its mark.
Modest swimwear began with the long,
black burkini. They were functional
and finally offered us hijabis the same
opportunity to enjoy the sun and sea,
frolic by the pool or as essential as
learning to swim, without compromising
our way of dressing or our belief.

7

It has been said that many Muslim girls
and women have not learnt how to swim
as swimwear have traditionally been
either a one-piece or a bikini – both
revealing and something we won’t be
wearing in public.
Since then, tastes have changed, fashion
has changed and the burkini which was
functional but not necessarily stylish,
have been pushed to the background.
Fun, colourful, fashionable, yet
functional modest swimwear are few
and far between.
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This gap in the market has created
a boom of modest swimwear
brands to splash onto the scene.
We have featured many in the
pages of our magazine and today
we have a privilege to introduce
a new kid on the block.
Creating modest swimwear that
is beautiful and functional takes
more research and insight than
other modest fashion apparel as we
learnt from our conversation with
Michelle Yao, the founder and
designer of Aaila Swimwear.

JAMILA
IN FOREST GREEN
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Hello Michelle, thank you so much for
the opportunity to speak to you.
So first and foremost, please tell us
more about Aaila. Spill the details.
Why did you choose to focus on
modest swimwear?
The idea for Aaila Swimwear came to
me one day when I was reading about
the rise of the modest fashion industry
in international markets. There’s a shift
in consumer culture where fashion
boundaries are being pushed, and many
people are embracing their individuality
and style through social media.
A lot of designers are creating beautiful
pieces for day wear, evening parties,
and resort-style, but I soon realized that
no one was actually designing modest
swimwear with the same design calibre.
The more I looked into it, I found that
existing modest swimwear in the market
today is largely made up of billowing
burkinis that are absolutely unflattering
and unfashionable.

Putting my fashion degree to good use,
I designed a capsule collection that
became Aaila Swimwear. The brand’s
design mantra is to use seasonal colours
and on-trend prints that feel fun and
vibrant, catering to Millennials who
want beautiful swimwear they can wear
on holiday and proudly post photos of
it on Instagram.
Each style has been carefully designed
to be flattering on many different body
types, but at the same time, they are also
easy to move around in. The vision for
the brand is to redefine modesty and
empower women by making them feel
heard and included in the fashion
conversation. Modest women should
feel beautiful and comfortable at the
beach or by the pool without
compromising their values.
The brand is designed specifically with
the fashion-conscious, independent
woman in mind, and every detail is in
place for her to express her individuality
through colours and prints.

I thought, why are all these modest,
stylish women forced to wear frumpy
burkinis and oversized rashguards to the
beach when everyone else gets to wear
fun and colourful bikinis?
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ANA
IN FOREST GREEN
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Modest swimwear is still in its infancy
compared to modest fashion as a whole.
The number of modest swimwear
brands are few and far between. Do you
think the idea of modest swimwear will
grow in the coming years?
I definitely think we’ll see more modest
swimwear brands pop up in the coming
years as the modest wear industry
continues to mature.
We are seeing a lot of exciting changes in
the industry today, especially with events
like Modest Fashion Week taking over
international markets such as London.
Modest women are creating a large
demand for fashionable clothing and
rejecting the outdated views that modesty
means dull and boring.
Big retailers like Uniqlo have started
to address these demands by offering
modest options, and I’m sure many other
brands from all categories will follow
soon. While the modest swimwear
niche may never be huge, I think we’ll
definitely see a growth in this sector in
the future!
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I was just having a girls’ night with
a bunch of friends and we were
discussing how difficult it is to find
really pretty and high-quality modest
swimwear in Singapore.
In your opinion, why do you think there
is still such a lack of stylish options in
the modest swimwear category here?
From my personal experience of
creating the brand from scratch, there
are two main hurdles for most people
looking to start a modest swimwear line:
design and production.
When I first set out to design this line
I approached it like regular womenswear,
thinking it would basically mean making
long-sleeved dresses out of spandex!
However, the whole idea of a swimsuit
is to give you the freedom and ease to
move around in the water and not make
you feel like you’re swimming in your
clothes. I had to quickly learn how extra
fabric interacts with the water, and how
the material will drape the body in
a loose-fitting way. Perfecting the
designs took about six months to
accomplish, as there was a lot of trial
and error to finally get the right fit.
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The second major challenge I faced was
finding a good manufacturer that is on
the same page as I am about maintaining
high standards with fabric quality and
technical production. Stitching spandex
fabric requires specialist equipment,
so already the pool of manufacturers is
very limited.
The majority of them also only focus on
making bikinis and one-piece swimsuits
as they require less time and material to
produce. I was lucky enough to have
found a company in Jakarta that met my
criteria and suited my needs and were
open to taking on this challenge with me.
I believe those are two big reasons why
more people aren’t starting their own
modest swimwear lines. It is tough to
get a brand like this off the ground,
but it’s very satisfying to know that
I’m giving more options for modest
women everywhere!
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KARA
IN DOVE GREY
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What can consumers find different
with Aaila compared to other modest
swimwear in the market especially
in the Singapore modest fashion
landscape?
The main difference people will notice
with Aaila is that all our swimwear
designs are original to us – you won’t
find it anywhere else!
I designed every style with the customer
in mind, which means taking care of the
small details like adjustable lengths for
different heights, and flattering
silhouettes that are not skin-tight.
In our Ana and Kara styles, there are
ribbons secured inside the dress and
the pants to make sure your dress
doesn’t float on top of the water while
swimming! We also work with a small
manufacturer in Indonesia, as opposed
to a mass factory in China, in order
to maintain high standards for our
swimwear, and have the flexibility to
react quickly to trends and put out
fashionable designs.

I wanted a female name that was strong
and powerful, but at the same time, you
feel like it could be your best friend’s
name. Aaila (pronounced eye-lah)
actually has Urdu roots, and means
beautiful, like the moon.
I loved the name for the meaning, and
for the fact that it also has the Chinese
pronunciation for love in the name – ai.
What can we see in the future with
Aaila Swimwear?
We’ve just launched our debut collection
in November, so the brand is still very
young! This means a lot of exciting and
creative projects on the horizon, as we
continuously try to engage with our
customers in fun ways.
As we pride ourselves on delivering
on-trend swimwear, so the plan for
the brand is to consistently introduce
seasonal palettes, new prints, and limited
edition styles that will keep Aaila
Swimwear fresh and relevant.

We’re very interested to know why you
chose the name Aaila. Does it have
a personal meaning to you?
I became obsessed with the name Aaila
after stumbling across it online one day
while trying to figure out what to name
the brand.
14

Get online with Aaila by tapping the
icons below.
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REPRESENTATION.
We speak to
Headed Somewear
about diversity, inclusivity
& representation.
Photography by
Shabih Aftab
Photography
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D

iversity, inclusivity,
representation – in today’s
fashion climate, these are
issues that are at the
forefront. We have made strides over
the last year with brands pushing
the envelope and having the
“unconventional” looks in their
catalogues, on fashion runways and
magazine covers.
Where once the thin, tall, fair-skinned,
blue-eyed beauties ran free, now we are
pathing the way for a myriad of different
beauties to take this space – and own it!
Different skin colours, body type, hair
type, culture, racial background, etc,
showcase the diversity of beauty –
16

showing we are all beautiful in our own
right, our own skin. We’re at the cusp of
change and it looks like we are definitely
Headed Somewear.
“I think we are so used to seeing light
skin, light eyes, a specific body type
that we begin to think that anything
other than that “norm” is not beautiful.
We view it as imperfect. We are all so
beautiful in our own ways, throughout
our own journeys.”
We speak to Nida, the founder of
Headed Somewear who tells us why
this representation is important and
where we should be headed.

GAYA MAGA ZINE. COM

BIRDS IN WHITE
EMBRACE COLLECTION
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First things first, why ‘Headed
Somewear’? Is there a story behind
the name?

CONSTELLATION
CUSTOM PRINTS

Headed Somewear was a name we
chose after rebranding ourselves. We
used to be called That Hijabi but felt
like the name was very specific to
covering Muslim women only. I didn’t
like this - I wanted a name that was
more inclusive of ALL kinds of women,
of all races, religions, colours, body
sizes, and more.
Headed Somewear’s name really
symbolizes the growth and direction
of the brand. Plus, it’s a double “pun”
so that’s always fun!
Our designs, scarves, and motto are all
about the woman. We believe women
everywhere should empower themselves
to be who they are, BELIEVE they
are enough, and go out and chase
their dreams.
If you look at our scarves, we have
custom prints geared towards various
different kinds of women in different
fields and celebrate their journey.
We hope to empower their journey as
they head towards their destination.

When and how did it all begin?
It began when I was in high school.
I always loved designing and I would
sketch mini dresses, outfits, and shirts
in my notebook between classes.
Eventually, I started having my models
wear the headscarf because I realized
I was designing the very woman I would
see all over the media. And I asked
myself, “Why?” If the model, that
I as a Muslim woman going to Islamic
school, wasn’t wearing the hijab,
that was kind of an issue because
subconsciously, I feel I had internalized
the idea that hijab was an “add on”, not
something that could be made beautiful
and demonstrated as such.
And it didn’t help that I hadn’t ever seen
Muslim, covering women represented
anywhere either.

18
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SKYLINE IN BLACK
CUSTOM PRINTS
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Headed Somewear is dedicated to
representing the everyday woman – or
as you say, you pick models who aren’t
just a “cookie-cutter” Westernized
standards of beauty with the light skin
and coloured eyes.

DANDELION IN WHITE
CUSTOM PRINTS

In your opinion, why is representation
important in the fashion industry?
I feel representation is important because
we all gear towards people and ideas that
are familiar to us. I think we are so used
to seeing light skin, light eyes, a specific
body type that we begin to think that
anything other than that “norm” is not
beautiful. We view it as imperfect. And
that just doesn’t sit well with me because
I think that unconventional IS beautiful.
We are all so beautiful in our own ways,
throughout our own journey’s. I am a huge
advocate for celebrating that and owning it.

...people of all
races, religions,
and body types
should be
represented as
a norm...
20
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MODELS
Mao: @maohanada
Kiara: @naturallykiara
Kayla: @esir_i_llits
Pris: @prettyonwheels
MAKEUP BY
Arooj: @_makeupbyarooj_
Kayanda: @ashleykayanda

In your opinion, do you feel we are
making progress in that area?
Definitely. I feel like we have so many
Muslim women out there representing
us. For example, just today I was
watching an interview with Halima!
And it was so heartwarming to see
another Muslim woman succeed.
I do think we have a LOT of work to do.
Just because we have a few women out
there (which again, great!), we still need
more representation. We need to pave
the way so that it’s not a “shock” to see
a Muslim, covering woman on the news
or on a magazine cover. People of ALL
races, religions, and body types should
be represented as a norm.

Where do you draw inspiration from
when creating your different scarf
collections? For example, the Mind
& Soul Collection or the Embrace
Collection. Each collection seem to
tell a story.
Yes! Each does. I normally just kind
of start thinking about what I want to
ACCOMPLISH through a collection
and kind of work my way back.
For example, with the Embrace
Collection, I really wanted to represent
how different kinds of beauty exist and
should be celebrated. That was the story
behind the Birds Scarf and the Dandelion
Scarf. And then with the Mind & Soul
Collection, it was all about empowering
women to view other women as their
sisters and not their competition.
It’s so, so important to build one another
up because we all have a journey, career,
path and it’s so much better when we’re
helping one another up instead of tearing
one another apart.

BIRDS IN BLACK
EMBRACE COLLECTION
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HEARTBEAT IN WHITE
CUSTOM PRINTS
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What goes into designing your scarves?
Take us through your typical process.
First, I think of a theme, a goal of what
I want to accomplish through this
collection. I seek inspiration at the paint
store or fabric store. Seeing colours
really inspires me. I sometimes even
walk through the mall where all these
kinds of ads and clothes are up. I like to
ask myself- what’s missing? What can
my next collection bring to the table?
I design myself and then the graphic
design team shows me examples of
how the design would actually look.
Honestly, a lot of concepts don’t pass so
it’s a very, very long process. We take
a LOT of time in making sure all our
concepts and designs are perfect, down
to every stroke.
What are your favourite fashion icons
or muses and why?
One person who I look up to is
definitely Halima. I love how she was
a refugee, went through so much as
a Muslim woman, and still rose to the
occasion. She is brilliant and beautiful
mA! It honestly warms my heart to see
her on all these magazine covers.
Someone else I look up to is of course,
Melanie from Haute Hijab. She is truly
an icon. One thing I love about her is
that she has stayed so true to herself,
her faith, her modesty, and her brand
all these years. She’s so classy mA!
23

What motivates you the most about
having your own modest fashion
business?
I have a lot of help and throughout the
years, it definitely wasn’t just me.
I would say what motivates me is just
seeing how people react to our scarves.
Hearing how happy a customer is when
they wear one of our designs or plain
scarves makes my day. Seeing photos
makes me so, so happy too. I think the
best thing in the world is knowing that
something YOU created is giving joy
to someone else.
It’s incredible and it always makes me
wonder - what else can I create? What
else do people want to see?
What’s in store for the brand in 2020?
We have a LOT planned for 2020!
We actually just placed a huge order
of scarves, insya’Allah, and I’m so, so
excited for you all to see. Stay tuned
and follow us! We post all our updates
on our Instagram so be sure to be on
the lookout.

Get online with Headed Somewear by
tapping the icons below.
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Jamela Boater Hats made specially for hijabis
when some said there was no demand for them.
Were they wrong...
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O

nce we start wearing the
hijab, many of us think
that we have to ditch the
accessories we once used
to enjoy – pretty hair clips, hairbands,
earrings, even hats. What was once
thought of as unnecessary have since
come back in style – for hijabis.
Have you seen the gorgeous hijab styles
accessorised with hair pins and clips by
our favourite instagramers? We’ve come
quite a way from the days when hijabs
were just one simple style, hey?
Hats may seem as an unnecessary item
for a hijabi but have you been in the hot
summer sun and whilst everyone around
us have cute little hats to shelter their
face from the heat, we’re sat there having
to deal a sunburnt nose and cheeks later.
Whilst hair pins and hair clips are easy to
add to a hijab or turban style, hats on the
other hand might be a little tricky. How
would it fit with a high bun? Would it sit
well on a hijab or turban? We’ve heard
of hijabis styling with hats but have you
heard of hats specifically designed for
hijabis? After today, you will.
Jamela Boutique saw this void and
decided to do something about it.
We speak to Seher Istar, the owner of
Jamela Boutique, to learn more about the
Jamela Boater Hat and how it is a perfect
fit for hijabis.
25
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What was the inspiration behind
Jamela Boutique? What inspired you
to create a hat for hijabis?
My grandmother passed away in 2018.
Her name was Jamela. She was strong,
confident, compassionate, caring and
most of all, supportive. She was always
so encouraging. Very positive. Her name
actually means elegant and beautiful
lady. Jamela was named after her.
Jamela Boater Hat was created through
my struggle to find a hat that fits.
Every Summer it was the same story,
“hijab tan lines”, burnt nose, hats that
sat onto my head that looked totally
unfashionable. It was June last year that
I approached a hat maker to put an end to
my hat struggles. I requested her to make
a hat that “fits” the hijab.
26

Her response was, “There really isn't
a market for these hats, I mean the
modest market isn't worth investing in,
Myer won't stock or sell it nor David
Jones. So really it's not worth it.”
This exact response was the catalyst
and so, Jamela Boater Hat was born.
I couldn't sleep for days. These words
made me very uncomfortable.
I remember saying to my husband,
“I'm about to do something, I'm not
asking for permission because I have
already made up my mind, all I'm asking
is for your support”. And since day one
he has supported Jamela Boutique
because he believed in the cause.

GAYA MAGA ZINE. COM

JAMELA BOATER HAT
BY JAMELA BOUTIQUE
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Before creating the hat, you spoke to
many women of different faiths about
the difficulties they faced when
searching for a hat.
What were the difficulties faced
particularly by hijabi women?
OH MY ALLAH! The number one
struggle they all had in common was,
“no hat fits my bun”.
Second was, “I can't find a hat that fits
well over my hijab”, “I can never find
a hat that fits” and never a hat that looks
good on me”.
Islam is beautiful. Wearing the hijab in
different styles is beautiful. Why were
we struggling to find a hat that we could
fit into? I wanted to challenge the norm.
I wanted to make women wearing the
hijab feel elegant, beautiful at the same
time protected from the harsh rays of the
sun. Summer is all about being outdoors
and having fun.
We cover-up, the struggle can be real
sometimes. My sisters struggles are also
my struggles. Why not alleviate one
problem this summer?

Is there a difference with a generic hat
and a hat specifically made for hijabis?
What sets Jamela’s Boater Hat apart
from the rest in the market?
The generic hats are made with standard
sizing, only taking into consideration
'average' head size for a female.
The Jamela Boater Hat doesn't
discriminate, I designed it to cater for
everyone, the Jamela Boater hat takes
into consideration all heads sizes and
shape, whether you have a big head
(yes the reality is some people have
bigger heads than others), small head,
high bun, low bun or no bun at all.
The Jamela Boater Hat will fit
comfortably over your hijab. It also has
adjustment strings if you wanted a tighter
fit. It looks beautiful and elegant over the
hijab and suits absolutely everybody.
Clients often say “I can't believe it
actually suits me”.
It was a priority of mine to make sure
I designed a hat that not only fits
perfectly but also looks appealing and
attractive. Currently, no hat of this sort
exists in the market.
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How has the response been for the
Jamela Boater Hat?
SubhanAllah, the response has been
amazing. I have clients purchasing the
Jamela Boater Hat from all around
Australia. I remember when I was
preparing to launch Jamela Boutique
I said to my husband that I’d be happy
if I sold just five.
Within 24 hours of launch, I had already
sold five. Alhamdullilah it's been great.
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Is there a particular reason you chose
to make the hats out of straw?
Absolutely. Jamela Boater Hats are hand
made individually. They hold their shape
stronger and have an elegant and bold
look to them when worn.
This was the style and look that I was
after hence why I used this particular
material. Oh not to mention the shade it
offers, I receive comments like, “Sister it
feels like I have a gazebo over my head
when I'm wearing my Jamela hat”.
What are the future plans for Jamela
Boutique? Will you be adding more
variety of hats? Or would there be
other apparel in the future?
Absolutely! So many exciting projects
insya’Allah for Jamela Boutique in 2020.
I have two children under the age of five.
Somehow Insya’Allah I will try to grow
Jamela Boutique whilst balancing
motherhood. A variety of hats yes and
apparel yes insya’Allah!

Get online with Jamela Boutique by
tapping the icons below.
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ZALORA
PARTNERS WITH
STYLETRIBUTE
31
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ALORA, Asia’s online
fashion destination has
partnered with luxury
marketplace reseller,
StyleTribute in providing fashion
consumers in Singapore and Malaysia
pre-loved fashion luxury items on
ZALORA’s website and mobile app
starting today. StyleTribute plans to
list more than 10.000 pre-loved items
with ZALORA.
The partnership between ZALORA
and StyleTribute represents a big step
towards ZALORA’s commitment to
shaping a sustainable fashion ecosystem.
Together with StyleTribute, ZALORA
hopes to inspire its customers to consider
sustainable fashion choices, creating
a Circular Fashion Movement.
Gunjan Soni, ZALORA CEO
commented, “At ZALORA we champion
a more sustainable future in fashion.
On this journey, our partnership with
StyleTribute marks a big step forward
towards building a circular economy in
fashion at-scale in the region.
Over 200 million internet consumers
across Southeast Asia will now have all
purchase options made easily available,
including pre-loved items, when they’re
shopping on ZALORA”
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Gunjan Soni
ZALORA CEO

ZALORA x StyleTribute
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Francois Gutierrez, CEO of StyleTribute
shared, “We’re delighted to see
ZALORA, our key strategic partner,
in our collaborative ecosystem that
shaped a creative and sustainable
fashion future.As the region's fastest
growing pre-loved specialist
marketplace, it is our responsibility to
place fashion in the context of culture
and the world we live in. Our wardrobes
become restorative and regenerative,
most importantly, we raise the level of
ambition as ethical shoppers and fashion
seekers by being conscious of extending
the life cycle of luxury goods.”
Pre-Loved is featured on the main page
of ZALORA’s website and app and all
orders will be fulfilled by ZALORA’s
efficient delivery network.
ZALORA plans to release more about
its commitments to sustainability in
January 2020.

Get online with Zalora x StyleTribute
by tapping the icons below.
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Francois Gutierrez
StyleTribute CEO

Fashion

POMELO
Ushers in the Lunar New Year
with Chinese New Year
2020 Collection
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P

omelo commemorates the
season of new beginnings
with a Chinese New Year
collection imbued with
elements of the Far East. The 100+ piece
collection draws inspiration from oriental
landscape paintings that capture the true
beauty of nature during spring.
Launching on January 6 2020, the
brand’s Chinese New Year 2020
Collection will be available on the
Pomelo app via iOS and Android,
online at POMELOFASHION.COM,
and in-store at Pomelo 313@somerset.
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In honour of Chinese New Year, this
collection features auspicious hues of
scarlet red, champagne gold, off-white
and hints of blue, an ideal palette to ring
in endless for tune and success for the
year ahead.
Additionally, the collection presents
a diverse line of silhouettes, from
traditional qipao dresses, jumpsuits,
statement blouses, to soft-tailored
blazers, designed especially for the
upcoming family gatherings.
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As recently seen on the runways of
spring 2020, Pomelo fans can expect
a medley of in-house designs featuring
intricate florals and fruit prints, one of
the major trends to watch this year.
Moreover, merging the line between
modernism and tradition, Pomelo’s key
pieces showcase statement-making
details such as mandarin collars, feather
trims, and knot buttons, offering
a variety of styles for all fashion-forward
women seeking festive options.

Exclusively for Chinese New Year,
Pomelo unveils its special collaboration
with Thai independent shoe brand,
Starkela, releasing a line of bow
strapped heels for a complete festive
look. Other accessories to note include,
tassel earrings, and an Oriental mini
bag adorned in traditional cherry
blossom print.
Pomelo’s latest collection will be the
go-to fashion destination of the season,
offering women everywhere a head-totoe outfit that effortlessly combines
2020’s hottest trends and tradition
into one.
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To celebrate the launch of Pomelo’s new
collection, the brand will be offering
customers at Pomelo 313@somerset
red envelope gift vouchers worth up to
SGD25 to spend on their next purchase,
from January 6 to 12, 2020.
Simultaneously, customers online can
enjoy 20% off their next purchase when
they spend a minimum of SGD100 from
January 6 to March 1, 2020.
Starting at SGD 24, Chinese New Year
2020 Collection is available on the
Pomelo app via iOS and Android,
online at POMELOFASHION.COM,
and in-store on January 6th.

Get online with Pomelo by tapping
the icons below.
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Fashion

Yes, I will.
Bespoke Jewellery Expert, LeCaine Gems Shares
the Right Way to Choose an Engagement Ring.
Photography by Musarrat Salam
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I

t was the perfect moment –
he went down on one knee, he
asked that one important question,
you gave the answer that would
change your lives forever – YES!
With one word, one gesture, you and the
love of your life now walk hand in hand,
heart in heart into the new chapter of
your lives.
Whilst the man in front of you, the one
you choose to spend the rest of your life
with, is the most important decision you
make, let’s face it, the ring is just an
important decision.
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Not only do we want it to be gorgeous
and represent our style, but it also
represents the love you share.
So what’s your style? Diamonds?
Precious stones? Your birthstone,
perhaps? How about colour? Silver?
Gold? Or my favourite, rose gold?
Whatever you choose, you want to make
sure it represents who you are and what
your love represents.
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We’ve had the pleasure of meeting
a home-grown bespoke fine jewellery
label that offers customized engagement
rings known for their artisanal
craftmanship and tradition-meetsmodern styles.
We’ve had the pleasure of experiencing
their style with four of their most
sought-after designs.
If 2020 is the year that you turn that
chapter to spend the rest of your life
with the one you love, then here are
nine essential tips from the experts at
LeCaine on choosing the perfect ring.

Decide on a Budget
Budget planning is extremely crucial neither you have to bleed your wallet
dry nor miss out a once-in-a-life-time
opportunity to surprise your significant
half with the perfect ring.
So plan your budget wisely and explore
all possible options from details such as
gem characteristics to ring designs.
The good news is, how much you spend
on an engagement ring does not measure
your love for one another. Find a jeweller
that could help you in finding a stone
that put size with quality and prize in
balance and harmony.
A good jeweller will be able to work
within your budget and recommend
affordable diamond alternatives such as
moissanites, a unique and modern twist
to your perfect engagement ring.
Once you have decided on the budget
you are comfortable with, simply relax
and let the flexible financing schemes
do the work, such as bank wire, layaway
and bank instalment plans.
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Choose a Ring Style
Choosing a ring is different from
choosing your clothing and making
wardrobe choices. It is choosing the
moment you want to create with your
partner that lasts a lifelong memory.
Look through the wardrobe and study
the fashion styles you or your partner
gravitates towards. These are guidelines
to figure out if the bride-to-be would
prefer a classic, vintage, contemporary,
minimalistic, glamorous, or a hybridstyled ring.
It is also essential to take account into
one’s lifestyle habits. If you are hard on
your accessories, do not have the time
and effort to take care of a highmaintenance setting, or do not take your
ring off at the gym, avoid styles with
micro-pave settings.
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The likelihood of you losing the stones
held on the prongs that are microscopic
are simply inconvenient. Why not
embrace minimalism and choose
a lower-maintenance setting? A zeromaintenance setting can be a great
option too - LeCaine gem offers a range
of designs without micro-pave-set
diamonds, which makes cleaning easy
and stacking convenient with your
other accessories.
For those that still has an eye for
sparkles and do not want to sacrifice the
shine, eternal bands make a wonderful
companion. If you’re careful with your
jewellery, a few popular Engagement
Ring settings you could consider would
be Petite Twisted Vine rings, Waverly
rings, Ballad rings, and more.
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Choose a Gemstone
What a lady craves for is not always
a centre diamond. The unconventional
has become more popular these days,
with the likes of sapphires and labcreated conflict-free diamonds
or moissanites.

Choose a precious metal
White gold, yellow gold, platinum and
rose gold? Wondering which is the best
for your ring? According to Ashley, the
founder of LeCaine Gem, white gold
and yellow gold have been the classic
pick over the years while rose gold is
becoming more popular among the
millennial in the recent years. Choosing
the base or metal is just as important to
complete the overall appearance of your
engagement ring.
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Both diamonds and moissanites scores
high on the Mohs scale of hardness,
making them durable to everyday wear.
The latter costs less than diamonds,
hence, moissanites allows you to get
a larger gem for your budget.
You can choose the types of gemstone,
number of delicate smaller stones to be
set into the ring according to your style
and fancy, various types of gold as your
ring casing, engrave a meaningful
message and create anything you want
with your own perfect ring in mind.
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Understand the Four Cs
You may come across the four Cs when
you're researching on your engagement
ring. Understanding the four Cs will help
you recognise the grading of the stones
based on carat, cut, clarity and color that
makes it shine bright like a diamond.
Cut
The ability of light reflection and
refraction in the stone to harness
brilliance inside out is decided on how
the diamond is cut in a strict settings
and angles.
Color
A stone’s colors are left by traces of
natural nitrogen elements. With less
colour, the greater brilliance will
be portrayed, making it rare and
more valuable.
Clarity
The lesser the structural flaws and
foreign materials, like feathers (in
layman terms, tiny cracks), or the smaller
and the less visible these inclusions are,
the stone will achieve a greater clarity
grade and enhances its value.
Carat
One of the utmost apparent visual
element - carat is the measurement of
overall weight of the stone.
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Get a Conflict-Free Stone

Select a Stone Shape

Today, people are more environmentally
and politically conscious of their carbon
footprint. Most of us are aware of the
devastating effect of buying a natural
diamond – the implications of mining
and putting individuals in danger in
return for a gemstone that is overpriced.
The movie Blood Diamond says it all.

The round cut is the most popular shape
of all. Non-round shapes are also very
well-received, and costs less due to the
less complexity in stone-cutting.
Amongst those include the fusion cut
(soft-tapered edges) and princess cut
(square).

Getting a moissanite is a daily reminder
of our social responsibility and the good
we have done by ethically choosing
a conflict-free lab grown gem.

Radiant, oval, pear, and emerald cuts
are equally very fashionable shapes.

LeCaine Gems prides itself on using the
latest technology to create lab-grown
moissanite that even surpasses diamonds,
making it a more affordable form of
luxury jewellery. Not only conflict-free,
moissanite has a higher refractive index,
which gives that additional sparkle and
dazzling colour, boasting clean
geometric lines with eye-popping glow.
LeCaine Gems’ high standards in
evaluating diamonds and moissanite
have created countless of beautiful
engagement rings and customised
jewellery. Each personalised design
involves a stringent selection of
premium Moissanite with the most
brilliant hearts and arrows.
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Determining Her Ring Size
This could be tricky, but it could not
have been a trick question either. Sneak
a ring from her accessory box, and
sketch a circle on the inside and outside
of the ring as a reference for the jeweller.
You can also try putting a thread around
her finger when she sleeps.
If you used up all the tricks up your
sleeves and your guessing efforts are
to no avail, get a temporary setting to
propose with - the average size for
women would be in between 6 and 6.5.
LeCaine Gem has a temporary comfortfitting setting that you could properly
resize after the proposal.
Unleash the artist in you by designing
a ring that is completely unique to
you by collaborating with a reputable
bespoke jeweller to personalise
a custom engagement ring.

Get online with LeCaine by tapping the
icons below.
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Food

Chocolate Sour
Cream Bundt Cake
47
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Ingredients
For the cake
1 cup unsalted butter
1/3 cup cacao powder
1 teaspoon salt
1 cup water
1/2 cup sour cream
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
2 cups all purpose flour
1 3/4 cups granulated sugar
1 1/2 teaspoons baking soda
2 large eggs – at room temperature
For the chocolate glaze
4 ounces bitter sweet chocolate
(60% cocoa) - cut into small pieces
1 tablespoon honey
1/2 cup heavy cream
1 tablespoon granulated sugar
3 tablespoons pistachios,
chopped coarsely
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Method


Position a rack in the center of your oven
and pre-heat it to 350°F. Butter and flour a
10-inch Bundt pan.

To make the batter


Combine butter, cacao powder, salt, and
water in a saucepan, and heat it over
medium heat. Cook, stirring frequently, until
the butter is completely melted. Remove it
from the heat, and let it cool for 15-20
minutes.



In a small bowl whisk sour cream and
vanilla until combined. Set aside.



In a large mixing bowl, whisk together the
flour, sugar, and baking soda.



Pour in the now-cooled cacao powder and
butter mixture into the dry ingredients in two
batches, and whisk until they are all blended.



Whisk in the eggs one by one making sure
that they are fully incorporated into the
mixture. Add in the sour cream and vanilla
extract mixture. Whisk until smooth.



Pour the batter into the prepared bundt pan.
Bake it for 40 to 45 minutes, or until a
toothpick inserted comes out clean.



Let the cake cool in the Bundt pan for half
an hour before flipping it onto a cake platter.
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Method
To make the glaze
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Place chocolate and honey in a bowl.
Set aside.



Put the heavy cream and sugar in a
small saucepan and heat it over
medium heat until sugar is fully
dissolved. Pour the warm cream and
sugar mixture onto the chocolate and
honey mixture and stir it until smooth
and silky.



Generously spoon the chocolate glaze
over the cake.
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Food

Strawberry
Cream Puff
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Ingredients
1 cup all-purpose flour
3 1/2 ounces milk
3 1/2 ounces water
2 teaspoons sugar
1/2 teaspoon salt
5 1/2 tablespoons unsalted butter
4 eggs
For the filling
2 cups heavy cream
1/3 cup powdered sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
Fresh strawberries, cut into slices
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Method


In a saucepan bring the milk, water,
sugar, salt and butter to a boil.



Remove from heat and add flour all
at once and incorporate mixing
energetically with a wooden spoon
until homogenous.



Return the saucepan over low heat
and while stirring cook for
1
minute or 2 minutes to pull
out the moisture from the
batter and until it pulls away
from the sides of the pan. You will
see some of the dough sticks to the
bottom of the pan.



Transfer batter to a large bowl and
allow to cool slightly.



Add the eggs one at a time, carefully
incorporating each into the batter
using the wooden spoon or even
a stand mixer. It will result in
a smooth, homogenous batter which
still holds its shape.
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Method


Fit a pastry bag with a large 1/2 inch
round tip and pipe the dough into 1- 1
1/2 inch circles on a parchment paper
lined baking sheet.



Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Bake for
25 to -30 minutes or until browned and
puffed.



Prick each with a skewer to release
steam and allow to cool on a wire rack.



In a large bowl whip the cream with an
electric mixer until it forms stiff peaks.
Add powdered sugar and vanilla extract
and mix to combine.



Split the cream puffs in half and fill
them with cream mixture and
strawberry slices. Dust with powdered
sugar and serve.
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Living

CREATING THE

Conversation

Tech Entrepreneur Creates First Exclusive
Matchmaking Service, NIM, Geared
Toward Muslim Community, Where Women
Initiate Conversations.
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NIM is the first and only exclusive
matchmaking service geared toward
the Muslim community which allows
women to initiate the conversations.
The app was launched on 20th December
2019 in the US, UK, Canada, France,
Turkey, Dubai, Saudi Arabia, Qatar,
Malaysia and Singapore.

to take the next step of commitment
in a private, secure way. Although the
matchmaking service is geared toward
the Muslim community, NIM caters to
other Faiths as well. The app offers
a Sharia-compliant feature of adding
a chaperone to your profile to monitor
conversations.

Today, the Muslim community faces
numerous challenges with finding
a compatible partner as a result of
cultural differences in traditional family
values. Due to this, founder and tech
entrepreneur Snaullah Niazi set
out to create a Modern and Modest
community for those who are looking

Another feature allows your circle of
friends and relatives to see your matches
and provide suggestions within the
app. NIM allows women to initiate
the conversation as a pair is matched.
Video calling is also included in the app
so there is no need to share personal
contact information.
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The app uses algorithms and real
relationship experts to personally handpick your matches, making this a unique
experience for those who are ready to
find their other half. Once you and your
match accept, a private encrypted chat is
created between the two, so users can
chat with the comfort of knowing the
interaction is secure. Every profile goes
through an intensive verification process
to eliminate any catfish accounts.
The application process includes
a screening to ensure members fit and
agree with NIM’s core guidelines
and values.
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Applications are reviewed by a group
of committee members who are
anonymous to one another varying
in a range of backgrounds, ages and
interests. Decisions can take anywhere
from a day to a few months.
Once approved and profile is complete,
users can select a membership plan to
move forward. Price is $9.99/month or
$34.99/6 months. The first 100 accepted
users will receive a one-month free
membership. NIM is available for preorder now from the Apple Store or
Google Play (coming soon).
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We speak to Snaullah to learn more
about NIM and how it makes a mark in
the Muslim community.
What made you decide to create a halal
match-making app for Muslims?
As a Muslim, hearing the frustration
from parents and young family and
friends. It’s always a topic brought up
at gatherings and how everyone else is
looking for a solution.
How they spend hours of pointless
swiping or how broad the selection is.
With my years of experience in Tech,
I understood the gap and made sure we
covered all the right steps to provide
a different experience.

The second issue is the generation gap
between our traditional parents who
didn’t see the world we are seeing today
through our phones and then their reach.
Not able to help their children the same
way they were helped when they were
single. The children have a further reach
to others.
Causing us all to have different
expectations and finding that special
someone you are going to spend the rest
of your life with will be a lot harder to
find when you have millions to swipe on.

In your opinion, why do you feel
Muslims in particular face challenges
with finding a compatible partner in
today’s social climate?
I would blame technology first and the
generation gap second. First, technology
brought us all so close, we all believe the
grass is always greener due to the reach
we have around the world.
It is so much harder to narrow down
a selection when you know you can
connect with so many more and then
there is our faith filter.
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I speak for myself when I say I have
tried other Muslim dating apps and it’s
been rather unsuccessful and honestly
intimidating as you don’t know who
you are talking to.
What sets NIM apart?
You’ve shortened my answer by half
with your past experience. We are the
first Exclusive, member-only, halal
matchmaking app.



…we allow all faiths
and based on your
response to one of our
question of “How much
does religion matter
to you?” We make sure
you see what you are
looking for. Islam doesn’t
forbid us from marrying
other faiths…
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We are not for everyone
We don’t like to waste your time
with pointless swiping. We ask
a series of question that we believe
will help us and our algorithm to
pick the right matches for you.
And if we need some help.
We allow you to invite your circle
(single and non-single) friends to
help you pick the right one.

I will leave all the other benefits aside,
I believe these really set us apart from
the other Muslim based apps.
Why is it important for the woman to
initiate conversation?
We believe in equality, but we also
believe this is the most important part
for a Lady, to initiate the conversation
- to make them feel comfortable
and empowered.
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NIM uses algorithms and real
relationship experts to personally handpick the matches.

Oh, and do tell me more about how this
eliminates catfish accounts because
trust me, there are plenty out there.

Could you elaborate how this works?
As a user, do I enter my preferences
and someone on the other end actually
finds someone in the database? Sort of
like a virtual match-maker? That would
be so cool!

Our user’s privacy and security is our
number one priority. We have an
acceptance committee that reviews
every single user 1-by-1 (no automated
computer checks), we make sure their
other social media accounts match up,
we even go as far as searching the user
on Google.

Yes, exactly. We are the virtual
matchmaking app. We’ve selected
a series of questions we believe are
value for a partner’s interest. From there,
we use our Propriety algorithm + our
relationship expert team to pick and
review each match for you.
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We believe we’ve covered every step
when it comes to member verification.
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NIM is not just open to Muslims and
is open to other faiths as well.

What are the future plans for NIM?
Global rollout perhaps?

How does this work with the matchmaking process?

We believe we’ve covered majority of
the features today, but we believe in
a community and we are here to build
a community. So, we are planning for
a feature that will benefit networking.
We can comment more on the details in
the near future.

If I am open to dating someone of
a different faith, would the app allow
that, or would this be strictly between
the faiths?
No – we allow all faiths and based on
your response to one of our question of
“How much does religion matter to
you?” We make sure you see what you
are looking for.
Islam doesn’t forbid us from marrying
other faiths.
As NIM is available in a variety of
countries, would the pool of candidates
span those countries as well or would
I only be seeing candidates in my
own country?
No, we do not just limit your matches
to your country. It is all based on your
preferences and where you can travel.
We are living in a connected world, we
believe in meeting someone across the
world and it being a perfect match.
Location is not a restriction.
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Follow NIM online by tapping
the icons below.
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ALWAYS WITH YOU
WHEREVER YOU GO...
Download GAYA Magazine on your
iPhone, Android, iPad or Tablet and take
us on the go. Get it free online at

Welcome to our very first
GAYA Shop Catalogue.
Over the last 6 years, we have worked with some
of the most amazing modest fashion brands from
all over the world. It was time that we felt, we had
to give back - give back to you, our readers, as well
as the modest fashion business owners we have
had the pleasure of working with (and who we
now call friends).
In our new online GAYA Shop, we pull together
some of the modest fashion brands we have worked
with so that you, our lovely readers, can simply
look back on who we have featured and shop to
your hearts desire without having to search for
them online or through our past issues.
In this first issue of our catalogue, we feature just
some of the brands we have on our GAYA Shop.
To begin your shopping experience, simply tap the
icons you find as you flip and enjoy!

CATALOGUE
GAYAMAGAZINE.COM/GAYA-SHOP

G AYA S H O P

AAILA

SWIMWEAR

AAILA SWIMWEAR
A N A I N F O R E S T GR E E N
SGD 125
TAP TO SHOP >>

CATALOGUE
GAYAMAGAZINE.COM/GAYA-SHOP

G AYA S H O P

AAILA

SWIMWEAR

AAILA SWIMWEAR
JAMILA IN
BURNT SIENNA
SGD 110
TAP TO SHOP >>

AAILA SWIMWEAR
K A R A I N D E E P BLU E
SGD 110
TAP TO SHOP >>

CATALOGUE
GAYAMAGAZINE.COM/GAYA-SHOP

G AYA S H O P

THE

JAMILA

COLLECTIVE

THE JAMILA COLLECTIVE
DOUHA DROP
EARRINGS IN CHROME
USD 30

TAP TO SHOP >>

CATALOGUE
GAYAMAGAZINE.COM/GAYA-SHOP

G AYA S H O P

THE

JAMILA

COLLECTIVE

THE JAMILA
COLLECTIVE
R U A A A DJ U S TA BL E R I N G
IN DENIM AND ROSE
USD 30
TAP TO SHOP >>

THE JAMILA COLLECTIVE
C U S T O M S CA R F PI N
USD 15
TAP TO SHOP >>

CATALOGUE
GAYAMAGAZINE.COM/GAYA-SHOP

G AYA S H O P

LANUUK

SWIMWEAR

LANUUK SWIMWEAR
M AYA B L AC K /M A R S A L A
SWIMSUIT
£ 74 . 9 9

TAP TO SHOP >>

CATALOGUE
GAYAMAGAZINE.COM/GAYA-SHOP

G AYA S H O P

LANUUK

SWIMWEAR

LANUUK SWIMWEAR
SERENA BURGUNDY SWIMSUIT
£89.99
TAP TO SHOP >>

LANUUK SWIMWEAR
DIANA DUSTY OLIVE SWIMSUIT
£79.99

TAP TO SHOP >>

CATALOGUE
GAYAMAGAZINE.COM/GAYA-SHOP

G AYA S H O P
MUNAMER

MUNAMER
AURORA FLAMINGO
€ 359,00
TAP TO SHOP >>

CATALOGUE
GAYAMAGAZINE.COM/GAYA-SHOP

G AYA S H O P
MUNAMER

MUNAMER
VIKTORIA SURF
€ 269,00
TAP TO SHOP >>

MUNAMER
G I L DA C H I C
€ 239,00
TAP TO SHOP >>

CATALOGUE
GAYAMAGAZINE.COM/GAYA-SHOP

G AYA S H O P
PURE

PURE
FA I T H (I M A N ) I N B L A C K
SGD 35
TAP TO SHOP >>

CATALOGUE
GAYAMAGAZINE.COM/GAYA-SHOP

G AYA S H O P
PURE

PURE
G A D I S T O P I N B L AC K
SGD 46
TAP TO SHOP >>

PURE
GADIS MAXI SKIRT IN WHITE
SGD 48
TAP TO SHOP >>

